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COMPACTIFICATION OF THE DOMAINS 
OF CERTAIN RINGS OF FUNCTIONS*) 

ALEXANDER ABIAN 
(Received December 2, 1983) 

Abstract. Let R be a ring (with unit u) of functions (pointwise addition and multiplication) 
from a set X into a ring Y with the special property that every proper ideal of R is contained 
in a proper ideal J of R for which RjJ is isomorphic to a subring of Y. We show that X can be 
extended to a set X' and every element /o f R can be extended to a function/' from X' into Y 
such that the resulting set R' = {/' | fe R} is a ring of functions from X' into Y and the corres
pondence /-->/' is a ring isomorphism from R onto jR\ Moreover, if the image (under the iso
morphism) uf of the unit u is covered by the elements of a subset E' of R' (i.e., for every zeX' 
if u'(z) =*= 0 then g'(z) * 0 for some g' e E') then u' is already covered by finitely many elements 
ofE'. 

Key words. Ideal of a Ring. Compact domain. 
MS Classification. Primary 54 D 35. 

In what follows all the ring-theoretic statements which are made in connection 
with a set of functions (with a common domain) refer to the pointwise addition 
and multiplication of the elements of that set. 

Also, in what follows, we let R stand for a ring of functions from a set X (i.e., 
Xis the common domain of the elements of R) into a ring Y such that R has a unit u 
and jR satisfies that following condition: 

For every proper ideal I of R there exists a proper ideal J of R such that 

(1) / £ J and RjJ is isomorphic to a subring of Y. 

Next, we introduce the notion of covering of an element of a ring of function 

with a subset of that ring: 

Definition. Let E' be a set of functions from a set X' into a ring Y (with zero 0). 

Then a function f from X' into Y is said to be covered by the elements of E' if and 

only if for every z e X' 

(2) f'(z) =*= 0 implies g'(z) # 0 for some g' e E' 

i .e . , / ' is covered by the elements of E' if and only if whenever/ ' does not vanish 

at a point, so does an element of E' at that point. 

*) This work partly supported by the Iowa State University SHRI.' 
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Lemma. Let R' be a ring of functions from a set X' into a ring Y and let E' be 
a subset ofR'. If an element f ofR1 is covered by no finite number of elements ofE' 
thenf is not an element of the ideal V (of R!) generated by E'. 

Proof. Since/' is covered by no finite number of elements of E\ in view of (2), 
we see that for every finite number of elements e'09 ..., e'n of E' there exists zeX' 
such that e[(z) = 0 for every i e n whereas f(z) + 0. Thus, / ' £ /' as desired. 

Based on the above we prove: 

Theorem. Let Rbe a ring of functions from a set X into a ring Y such that R has 
a unit u and R satisfies (1). Then X can be extended to a set X' and every element f 
ofR can be extended to a function f from X' into Y such that: 

(i) the resulting set R' = {/' \feR} is a ring of functions f from X' into Y. 
(ii) the correspondence f'-+ f is a ring isomorphism from R onto R'. 

(iii) if the image (under the above isomorphism) u' of the unit u of R is covered 
by the elements of a subset E' ofR' then u' is already covered by finitely many 
elements of E'. 

Proof. Clearly, the set 

(3) Jx= {/| (fe R) and f(x) = 0} for every xeX 

is an ideal of R such that R/Jx is isomorphic to a subring of Y. 
Let 

(4) {Jv\veV} 

be the set of all the ideals Jv of R such that R/Jv is isomorphic to a subring of Y 
and such that JV${JX\ xe X} where Jx is given by (3). 

With every Jv which appears in (4) we associate a unique isomorphism /„ from 
R/Jv onto a subring of Y. Thus, for every fe R and every reK,we have: 

(5) *»([/]) '-* a unique element of Y 

where [/] is the coset of R/Jv of which / i s an element. 
Now, let us consider the set X' given by: 

(6) X' = X u V 

where Kis as in (4). 
Clearly, X' is an extension of X. Also, by (3), (4), (6) we see that 

(7) {JAzeX'} 

is the set of all the ideals J of R such that R/J is isomorphic to a subring of Y. 
In view of (5), to every fe R we correspond a function/' from X' into Y defined 

as: 

(8) / ' = / on X and f(v) = /„([/]) for every v e V 
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Clearly, from (4), (6), (8) it follows that/' is an extension of/to X'. 
Again, from (4) and (8) we see that 

Jv = {f\ ( /e R) andf'(v) = 0} for every veV 

which by (3) and (7) implies that 

(9) /« = {/! ( /e R) andf'(z) = 0} for every zeX' 

From (8) it follows that the correspondence/-*/' is one-to-one and that 

(10) / ' + * ' - ( / • + gY and f'.g' = (/ . g)' 

for every element/and g of R. 
Thus, from (10) we see that the set R' (of functions from X' into the ring Y) 

given by: 

(ID * ' - = { / ' | / € * } 

is an isomorphic image of the ring R (of functions/from Xinto the ring Y). 
Clearly, (10) and (11) establish (i) and (ii). 
Next, let u' e R' be the image (under the above isomorphism) of the unit element 

u of R. Obviously, u' is the unit of R'. Let u' be covered by the elements of a subset 
E' of R' (see the Definition above). To prove (iii) we must show that u' is already 
covered by some finitely many elements of E'. Let us assume to the contrary that u' 
is covered by no finite number of elements of E'. Thus, by the Lemma, the ideal /' 
(of R') generated by E' is such that 

(12) u'tF 

Obviously, 
(13) E' s /' 

Since/-*/' is a ring isomorphism, we see that the subset I of R given by: 

(14) / = { £ l £ ' e / ' } 

is an ideal of/? and by (12) we have u £ I. Thus, /is a proper ideal of R and therefore 
there exists a proper ideal J of R satisfying (1). However, by (7) every such / ideal 
of R must be equal to an ideal Jz (of R) for some z e X'. Thus, 

/ £ Jx and u$ Jx for some ze X' 

which by (9) and (14) implies 

u'(z) 4= 0 and g'(z) = 0 for every g' el' 

which in turn, in view of (13) and (2) contradicts that u' is covered by the elements 
of E'. Hence our assumption is false and (iii) is also established. 
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Remark 1. Let the ring R instead of satisfying condition (1) satisfies the stronger 
condition (1*) given by: 

For every element f of R and every ideal I of R if ft I then there exists 
(1*) an ideal J of R such that I £ J andf$ J and such that RjJ is isomorphic 

to a subring of Y 
i.e., and ideal of R which misses an element/of R is contained in an ideal J of R 
which also misses/and for which RjJ is isomorphic to a subring of Y. 

Then the proof of our Theorem shows (via replacing in it u by an element/of R) 
that (iii) of the conclusion of our Theorem (even with dropping the hypothesis 
that R must have a unit) will read: 
(iii*) if an element f {not necessarily the unit u') of R' is covered by the elements 

of a subset E' ofR' thenf is already covered by finitely many elements ofE\ 

Remark 2. In Topology, very often, the (common) domain X of a ring of 
functions (from X) into a ring Y is topologized by an open basis whose members 
consist of those subsets B of X for which there exists an element/of R such that B 
is the set of all those points of X on each of which/does not vanish. Let us call 
such a topology the Characteristic topology ofR on X. But then our Theorem can 
be obviously rephrased as follows: 

Corollary. Let Rbe a ring of functions from a set X into a ring Y such that R has 
a unit and R satisfies (1). Then X can be extended to a set X' and every element f of R 
can be extended to a function f from X' into Y such that the resulting set R' = 
= {/' l/e R) -*s a r*n8 of functions f from X' into Y and the correspondence f -* f 
is a ring isomorphism from R onto R'. Moreover, the Characteristic topology of Rr 

on X' (whose restriction to X is the Characteristic topology of R on X) is compact. 
The Corollary shows how X endowed with a Characteristic topology can be 

compactified by extending it to X' which is endowed by a corresponding Characte
ristic topology. 
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